PATRIOTS OF AMERICA AWARD
AMERICAN LEGION SILVER AWARD
Parker Perry
Erin Reich
ASSOCIATION OF THE SUPERIOR CADET DECORATION AWARD
Sawyer Linke
DISTINGUISHED MILITARY GRADUATE
qualities.

ly basis by the Cadre of the University
research and/or community service.

is presented to a graduating Health
the founder of epidemiology, this award
sician who is widely considered to be
 SCIENCES AWARD
JOHN SNOW HEALTH

Bernhardt Di Cino
Mary Behrens

scholarship at Carroll and in their required
majoring in Health Sciences or Public

DEPARTMENTAL AWARD
Jenna Starke
Courtney Sherick
Darren Hecker

MILITARY ORDER OF WORLD WARS AWARD
Zachary Brandt

ASSOCIATION AWARD
REVOLUTION AWARD
SONS OF THE AMERICAN MILITARY OFFICERS

AMERICAN VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS MILITARY ORDER OF WORLD WARS AWARD
Scott Spohn
MILITARY ORDER OF WORLD WARS SILVER AWARD
Cheese Erikson
MILITARY OFFICERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Erin Reich

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION AWARD
Elizabeth McKenna
SOME OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Holly Anderson
Charlye Clements
Alexa Stoddard
Trey Cox
Bernhardt Di Cino
Eli Fox
Asiani Songbirdes
Eric Holtsbaugh
WOMEN’S SOFTBALL
Alison Aydelotte
Allison Bayley
Brooke Brower
Brooke Brawes
Avery Davis
Tess Eaton
Natalie Gaper*
Emily Hill

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Brigid Bradshaw†
Teal Bullock‡
Abby Hammesmeier
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
John Gesney
Taylor Chaudry

VOLLEYBALL
Melody Antczak
Gladysse Bunnagan
Ayra Carpenter
Morgan Christy
Cassidy McKenney

Holly Montemake
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sara Chadwick
Haylee Deem
Michaela Dziedzic
Grace Harrington
Cassidy Heathery
Brittney Johnson
MEN’S JAGUARS’ TROLL
Match Burnham
Oliver Carp
Ryan Hillman

AMERICAN VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS AWARD
Michael Bolz
WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
Karen Nelson
Heather Vankirk

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Kaitlin Stromberg‡
Layne Ryan‡

VOLLEYBALL
Marla Micka\nRagan Poklewaite
Madison Quick
Cassidy States
Jenna Stander
Bryan Stauth

WOMEN’S HOOPS
Mikelle Olson
Bailey Peterson
Mikelle Robinson‡
Brenna Gusto
Daniele Wagner

Kyle Nickol
Darian Warg
Matthew Wyman

WOMEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
Jessica Aguilar
Alessia Bonner
Makayla Byrd‡
Maggie Brouch
Kati Brooks
Teal Bullock
Delaney Cummings
Josephine L’Apice*†
Ember Ophus
Kelye Emanuel
Nabbi Hammesmeier‡
Bethany Locke‡
Jennika Lewis
MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
Zachary Agnew
Maxwell Anell
Keenan Bradley
John Coony
Dakota Dunlap†
Christopher Eniem†
Sterling Gordon‡
Francesca Hecker†
Nathan Hebert†
Chance Hay\t\nIan Jackson

WOMEN’S GOLF
Jalyn Kenney
Rachel Mills
Mackenzie Redman

MEN’S GOLF
Austin Egan
Benjamin Gardner
Gabriel Saudau
Ajax Schmitz

FOOTBALL
Corey Adams
Milo Al\n David Anderson
Chadton Arbozzi
Timmy Ambert
David Barnett
Alex Brenchman
Parker Bernhardt
John Bovey
William Clements
Christopher Eniem
Joseph Ferris
Trent Fancher
Chase Fossum
McKendall Galt
Giacomo Giamello
Cal Seiff
Jackson Griffin
Brynn Goodson
Zachary Haneser
William Hill
Avery Hofsommer
Edward Horburt
Ethan Johnson
Koby Kiley

Isabella Mennoin*†
Aneka Moore
Nadhan Porch†
James Payton
Makayla Robinson‡
Mike Schutz
Mary Smith†
Haunton Smith†
Hope Welsh
Mackenzie White
Kendra Woodland

2018 Honors Convocation

MANNING SCHOLARS AWARD
Dr. Jennifer Giowski, Associate Professor of Biology, Life & Environmental Sciences

PHI SIGMA TAU
Dr. Mark Smiley, Professor of Philosophy

PHI SIGMA ALPHA
Dr. Jerry Johnson, Associate Professor of Political Science

HEALTH SCIENCES DEPARTMENTAL AWARD
Mr. Bennett MacIntyre, Head Coach, Golf
Mr. Harry Clark, Head Coach, Track and Field
Mr. Charles Gross, Director of Athletics

PHI SIGMA IOTA
Mr. Alex Rizcon, Assistant Professor of Spanish

SIGMA BETA DELTA
Mr. Robert Cheng, Professor of Business, Business Department Chair

MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH SCIENCE GRADUATE AWARDS
Dr. Theodore Wend, Associate Professor of Math & Computer Science, Mathematics, Engineering & Computer Science Department Chair

VETERAN GRADUATES
Ms. Brenda Kaye, Director of Veteran Services

SIGMA THETA TAU
Ms. Karen Williams, Associate Professor of Nursing, Nursing Department Chair

LAMBDA Pi ETA & RBT HOPPER MEMORIAL COMMUNICATION AWARD
Dr. Charlotte Jones, Professor of Communication Studies

CLASS OF 2018 HONORS SCHOLARS
Ms. Kelly Parson, Assistant Professor of Health Sciences, Health Sciences Department Chair

ARMS RECRUITERS’ TRAINING CORPS AWARDS
Mr. Frank Thompson, Assistant Professor of Military Science

THETA ALPHA KAPPA
Dr. Katherine Greenier, Assistant Professor of Nursing

JIM TRUDNOWSKI EDUCATOR AWARD
Dr. Charles Stuckey, Assistant Professor of Special Education, Education Department Chair

FATHER RUTHO AWARDS IN FRESHMAN WRITING 2017-2018
Dr. Saumrune Gupta, Assistant Professor of English

PSI CHI
Dr. Jessica McManus, Assistant Professor of Psychology

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
Dr. Jenny Cho, Associate Professor of Sociology, Sociology, Anthropology, & Gender Studies Department Chair

CARROLL-College Helena, Montana - www.carrollcollege.edu
LAMDA PI ETA
Carroll College holds the Alpha Alpha Eta chapter of Lambda Pi Eta, the national communication honor society. Membership is granted based on academic excellence. The goals of Lambda Pi Eta are to (a) recognize, foster, and reward outstanding achievement; (b) stimulate interest in the field of communication; (c) promote and encourage professional development; (d) provide an opportunity for discussion and exchange ideas about the field; (e) establish and maintain relationships between faculty and students; and (f) explore options for further graduate studies.

Tegan Bauer Joan Shepard
Olivia Gante Anna Yeend

ROBERT HOPPER MEMORIAL COMMUNICATION ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
This award recognizes superior performance in the Department of Communication. The award is presented to a student who has demonstrated excellence in speech, writing, and broadcasting. The award is named in honor of the late Robert Hopper, who served Carroll College for forty-two years with knowledge, skill, and affection.

Sarah Lauver Haylee Storlie

CLASS OF 2018 HONORS SCHOLARS
The Carroll College Honors Scholars Program tests excellence in academic scholarship, personal character, and social commitment. The Honors Scholars Program is proud to recognize, graduating class of 2018.

Frederick Gray
Victoria Wilkens
Kelly Votey
Robert Pearfield
Eliza Haney

THETA ALPHA KAPPA
The Theta Alpha Kappa is the national honor society for theological and religious studies. It exists to encourage, recognize, and promote high professional standards; to foster honor professional standards; to encourage creative work; and to strengthen commitment to the goals and purposes of the profession.

Adrienne Harrington Karotany Spaydel
Jessica Aguirre Kaitlyn Libby
Riya Bormali Abigail Finkley
Emily Bealow Brooke Ruppenthal
Morgan Brown Alton Trest

PHI ALPHA THETA
The Omega-Omega chapter of Phi Alpha Theta was founded in 1930, to promote the study and improvement of the foreign languages, the stimulation of advanced pursuits and individual research in foreign languages, the promotion of cultural and intellectual exchange, and the development of strong personal and professional excellence. The award is so rigorous that typically six percent of candidates are able to reach all thresholds on their first attempts. The Manion Scholars Award was established in 1998 to honor Dr. James J. Manion, who served Carroll College's students for forty-two years as a math educator, teacher educator, and Academic Dean, who served Carroll College's students for forty-two years with knowledge, skill, and affection.

Siena Johnston
Tori Johnston

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
Alpha Kappa Delta is the International Sociology Honor Society. In 1996, Carroll College’s Department of Sociology was the first institution in the United States to establish an affiliate chapter of Phi Sigma Iota International Honor Society, the first to be chartered in Montana. Phi Sigma Iota is an international honor society in the field of foreign languages. The Honor Society recognizes outstanding accomplishment in the study or teaching of any of the academic fields related to foreign language, literature, or culture. This international society has as its ideals and purpose the recognition of outstanding ability and achievement in the study of foreign languages, the stimulation of advanced pursuits and individual research in foreign languages, the promotion of cultural and intellectual exchange, and the development of strong personal and professional excellence. The award is so rigorous that typically six percent of candidates are able to reach all thresholds on their first attempts. The Manion Scholars Award was established in 1998 to honor Dr. James J. Manion, who served Carroll College's students for forty-two years with knowledge, skill, and affection.

Sarah Lauver Haylee Storlie

SIGMA BETA DELTA International Honor Society in business, management and administration. A lifetime membership in Sigma Beta Delta is a prestigious honor bestowed upon business students who rank in the upper 20% of their junior or senior class. In addition to recognizing students’ academic achievements, Sigma Beta Delta also promotes honorable service to mankind and lifetime professional improvement. The award is so rigorous that typically six percent of candidates are able to reach all thresholds on their first attempts. The Manion Scholars Award was established in 1998 to honor Dr. James J. Manion, who served Carroll College's students for forty-two years with knowledge, skill, and affection.

Nicole Talley
Olivia Mahon

Sigma Beta Delta is an international honor society for graduate and undergraduate students of political science. Founded in 1952, Phi Sigma Iota claims over 600 chapters in North America. It is the only nationally recognized college honor society in the discipline and is one of the largest constituent members of the Association of College Honor Societies. Victoria Bonar William Clements
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